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37 YEARS WITH GOD’S BLESSING
 

For 37 years our Evangelical TV programs have been 

a blessing to people living in closed countries. In 

2015 alone, our partner in Ivory Coast registered 

600,000 responses from people that had watched 

our programs. An enormous number! Many lives have 

been touched by the gospel and some people have 

even decided to give their lives to Jesus Christ. We’ve 

been able to open doors for the gospel. 

We have also achieved  marvelous results in French-

speaking West Africa, Bangladesh and Central Asia. 

Layer by layer we have been building the foundation 

of our work, walking hand in hand with the Lord. 

After five years of careful preparation, we started 
broadcasting on national TV in Bangladesh, a country 

dominated by Islam. Much to our surprise we were 

able to sign a contract to produce 52 programs a year 

for three years. We focus on issues like acid attacks 

and the harassment of young women. By doing so, we 

try to mirror to the society what is going on. We hope 

to create awareness in people’s hearts and minds to 

ask themselves the question: do we really want to 

live like this?

Our God has provided by putting the right people 

in the right places, and already audience response 

is starting to come in. Some are asking serious 

questions about Jesus. We believe that there is a 

reason for us to be in this place. 

What is unique to 3xM is that we always work 

together with top church leaders in the country. 

Together we seek to develop Christian TV programs  

 

that are relevant for this country. We strongly believe 

that Christians have to seek unity wherever possible.  

“Let them be one…. so that the world will believe” 

(John 17:20-21). What is more painful in a world on 

fire than a divided church? We may have ISIS, we 
may have Al Qaida, but we are like an air force in the 

Lord’s army. Perseverance is a vital issue in our work. 

Our battles are often spiritual.

3xM is working in 14 different countries and we are 

exploring new countries to expand our work. Right 

now we are seriously considering Japan and China as 

new countries with many opportunities.

We want to sincerely thank all our partners that 

have enabled us to carry on this work. We need more 

partners to join us in doing impossible things with 

the help of the Lord! We want to make Jesus Christ 

known in the darkest places of this world. Unite with 

us in this most important mission.

Thank you for taking interest in our work.

Yours sincerely,

Martien Timmer 

CEO, 3xM

I was struck by the parents in these 

two families as they remained 

serene despite their children’s 

misbehavior.  This film teaches me to 

be responsible of my own actions.  

I have also learned the importance of 

forgiveness and have chosen to give 

my life to the Lord Jesus.

Viewer in Benin

“

”
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1 | 3xM EXPLAINED IN A NUTSHELL

3xM is short for More Message in the Media. Our goal is to spread the word of God via modern media. We focus 

on countries in the 10/40 window because this area is the least reached with the gospel and two-thirds of the 

non-Christian world population lives here.

1
10/40 window  

1

HOW DO WE WORK?

3xM makes TV programs with value for eternity! Our 

TV programs are changing lives. Every year thousands 

of people tell us how their lives were touched after 

watching them. 

HAND IN HAND WITH LOCAL CHURCHES

We are committed to first developing spiritual 
relationships with key Christian leaders in the country 

first. That’s how we try to discern wisely which 
kind of messages are needed in a specific country. 
Partnerships with local organizations are key for the 

way we work. 

PROFESSIONAL TV PROGRAMS

Television is a unique vehicle to communicate the 

message of the bible. We reach ordinary people in 

places where they are. To produce TV programs with 

impact, we do not only need to partner with churches 

but also with local TV production companies with an 

outstanding track record. We are excited that in West 

Africa there’s a new series of TV programs, called 

‘’Fractures Family’’ that we produced together with 

our local partner in Ivory Coast. This program is 

competing both in quality and in content with the 

existing TV programs in this part of the world. We 

are offering a positive, christian outlook on life. We 

are reaching a broad audience because we tackle 

key challenges from day-to-day life about family and 

marriage. We strive to tackle the issue of domestic 

violence, a painful but unfortunately common issue.  

Many families are struggling. We do not offer cheap 

solutions, but we work to convey a message of peace 

and hope. 

FAITH  

Our CEO Martien Timmer: "I know one thing for sure: 

unity of churches generates much more impact when 

communicating our message via the media. We work 

to be a witness for Christ also in the way we work’’. THE MISSION: 

Our mission is to share the gospel with people in countries where the gospel is hardly known. We use television 

programs in the local language and we are sensitive to the local culture.

THE VISION:

Television is a medium with great impact. The majority of the world population has access to television. Thousands 

of people are tuning their TVs in to the programs of 3xM. 

3xM was established in 1980 in The Netherlands. Bringing people from diverse Christian backgrounds together 

in one single TV production organization is an approach unique to 3xM.  We strongly believe that the message 

of God gains credibility when Christians work together in unity. Therefore we always strategically build partner-

ships with top church leaders in countries where we start broadcasting. We are motivated to do so by Jesus’ own 

prayer for unity (John 17).

WEST AFRICA

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

14,000

180,000

439,000

149,000

138,000

600,000

VIEWER REPONSES
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TOTAL RESPONSES  1,520,000
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2 | STRUCTURE WORLDWIDE

Reginald J. Hanegraaff

3xM-USA President 

Plant Manager 

Mark Fackler, Ph.D. 

3xM-USA Secretary

Professor of Communication, 

Calvin College

Max E. Smith, CPA
3xM-USA Treasurer

RBC Ministeries

Janet Blakely Evanski Ph.D.

Board member 3xM-USA

Minister, Educator

Matthew A. Seward

Board member 3xM-USA 

Founding Partner at Innovative 

Partners LLC

Board Netherlands

CEO (director)

Secretariat

Board 3xM-USA

Partners & 
Projects

Fundraising  
& Communication

Administration 
& Control

ORGANIGRAM PER 31 DECEMBER 2015

Board 3xM-Norway

Board Members 3xM-Netherlands

3xM The Netherlands was founded in 1980 and is registered as a nonprofit in The Netherlands. 

Mr. Gerrit Taute, M.A., R.A 

3xM Chairman

Organizational Advisor

Mr. Bertus Fortuijn, M.S., Ph.D.

3xM secretary

Traffic Infrastructure Advisor

Mr. Jan Bomhof

3xM Treasurer

Organizational Advisor

Mrs. Peti van Maldegem, M.A.   

3xM Member of the Board 

PETI COnsultancy

Mrs. Berdine van den Toren

3xM Member of the Board

Mission partner for mission 

education and consultation’ 

at Church Mission Society

Board Members 3xM-USA

3xM USA was set up in 2004.  As there is no 

similar organization in the US, 3xM USA has 

had the effect of significantly enlarging our 
community of supporters. 3xM USA raises 

funds and works to increase awareness 

among private donors. Under US law, 

3xM USA is a 501(c) organization, and is 

therefore tax-exempt. As the organization 

makes its own decisions and operates 

on an independent financial basis, the 
annual accounts are not consolidated. The 

income is recorded under ‘Income from 

third-party activities’. 3xM USA contributes 

significantly to achieving our objectives.

Board Members 3xM-Norway

3xM Norge was set up in 2014. Its goal is 

to contribute to the communication of the 

gospel via television and digital media.

Mr. Bjornar Moen 

Chairman 3xM Norge

Mrs. Else Kristin Samnoen 

Chair Person 3xM Norge
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3 | PROJECTS AND PARTNERS

We do not work on our own, but always work in cooperation 

with local partners in a given country. First of all we 

partner with key church leaders. It is our experience that 

when church leaders join hands around the production of 

evangelical TV programs in their own country, the result 

is more unity in Christ. We also seek an independant local 

partner organization who is responsible for producing 

TV programs. In every country where 3xM broadcasts 

Christian TV programs, we choose social topics, relevant 

for many people in the society. The values displayed 

through these programs need to be in accordance with 

Biblical values. Sometimes we use drama or stories 

based on Biblical values. Especially in hard-to-reach 

and closed countries this is a good method.

FRENCH-SPEAKING WEST AFRICA
Our key partner in West Africa is based in Ivory Coast. 

Last year they produced twelve new programs  called 

Miel Mortel. They also finished seven programs in the 
new series Fractured Family. In these TV programs we 

address various issues related to HIV/AIDS, which is 

prevalent there, as well as family tensions and issues 

related to sexual immorality. These programs were 

broadcasted in Cameroon, Togo, Benin, the Central 

African Republic, Niger, Guinee, Chad, Gabon, Burkina 

Faso, Democratic Republic Congo (DRC) and Ivory Coast. 

We reached a large audience. In this part of the world 

we also participated in the production/broadcast of the 

movie Second Chance. In at least three different African 

countries this movie has been screened in churches and 

youth centers. Many people responded afterwards by 

writing letters to the partner. Some respondents even 

wrote that they wanted to give their life to Jesus after 

seeing this movie. 

CENTRAL ASIA
In Central Asia we are, as far as we know, the only partner 

that broadcasts evangelical TV programs on TV channels. 

Last year we produced 52 new programs, a series for 

example was broadcasted about a very relevant topic in 

this part of the world: the kidnapping of brides. It is an 

old tradition in which a man simply kidnaps and rapes 

a girl that he wants to marry. Words cannot describe the 

terrible injustice and pain involved for the girl herself. 

Although it is a sensitive issue, we try to address this 

by making a series of TV programs about them. 

PAKISTAN
In South Asia our way of working is slightly different. 

Because of the political and religious sensitivities in 

this part of the world, we mainly focus on producing 

and showing Christian films in villages. In the year 2015 
alone, we organized 167 public film screenings for the 
local population. In total we reached more than 30,000 

people! The productions that we share are existing 

Christian movies translated in the local language. Just 

recently we were involved in producing a program on the 

story of the Good Samaritan, contextualized to the local 

situation in the country.  Next year/In the coming years 

we want to continue showing films in the countryside 
because we have discovered it is a very popular and also 

effective way to communicate our message. We have 

organized aftercare for people that want to talk about 

what they have seen. We would also like to make more 

use of social media to spread the gospel.  
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BANGLADESH
In Bangladesh we produced a TV program on the horrific 
social issue of ‘acid attacks’: the hate crime of throwing 

acid in someone’s face if you feel they insulted you. It is 

part of a series on social and environmental injustice 

issues that are broadcast every week on the most popular 

drama channel in Bangladesh. The programs were so 

well received that it was offered a time slot closer to 

prime time. We regard this as a big compliment, and 

more importantly we feel that the Lord has used this 

program to reach the hearts of many that are dealing 

with these issues. The TV program obviously sparked 

off a debate among the people of Bangladesh about 

certain traditions in their country. 

INDONESIA 

In Indonesia we have been very actively broadcasting 

on national television. In 2015 we produced 24 TV 

programs, as well as two regional channels, focusing on 

youth in which we addressed the issue of hard drugs, a 

big problem among young people. The related Facebook 

page has generated a tremendous response and as a 

result even more people started watching our programs. 

We are proud to say that our Indonesian partner has 

even won a prize for this series. 

CHINA AND JAPAN
We are hoping to start broadcasting in the vast countries 

of China and Japan as well. Preparatory visits have 

been made, but we are waiting for the right timing 

and the right partners and church leaders to stand up 

and partner with us. It is our dream that the millions 

of people living in these immense countries will see 

and hear more of the gospel in their own language on 

their own television. They deserve it! Pray and partner 

with us to make this possible. 

4 | IMPACT

As a professional media organization, it is important for 

us to know what the impact is of our work. Therefore 

we regularly investigate the response of our audience 

by an independent company.  Since 2005 we have done 

so in Mali, Ivory Coast, Togo, Central Asia, Bulgaria and 

Indonesia. Underneath just a few highlights: 

• In West Africa more than 600,000 people responded 

to our programs by calling,  writing and using social 

media.  It is clear from their response that many 

people have changed their lives or made choices 

in their personal lives as a result of our programs. 

• Central Asia: We are not even taking into account 

that many people in these countries may be 

touched by the programs but are too afraid to 

dial an unknown phone number and talk to a 

stranger about their personal questions. Of course, 

one never knows who is listening. Some people 

however take the risk, like this lady who shared 

with us that our television program changed her 

life. She says that she is making steps towards 

Jesus. She has agreed to meet one of our aftercare 

workers, even if that it requiers a trip of more than 

200 kilometres. 

• In August 2015, the Media Research Institute of 

Grand Rapids (USA) has carried out an impact 

study in Indonesia. In total 3300 people were 

interviewed about our Indonesian TV program 

called Sang Pemenang, that has been broadcasted 

for over two years in this country. One of the key 

conclusions of this study that we are very thankful  

for is that 60 % of the youth that watched our  

programmes have decided not to use hard drugs  

and 50 % of the people between 20 – 29 years  

old concluded the same. 8 % of the people under 

twenty decided to stop using hard drugs. The 

impact on making life changing choices to follow 

Jesus is much less. As we have to make choices 

due to our financial situation, we had to decide 
to let this partner go in 2015. 

• In general 3xM has concluded that the impact of 

their programs is that:

 - People come to Christ

 - By the influence of TV politicians are reached
 - Prejudices about the Christian faith are reduced

 - Programs contribute towards more freedom 

of expression

 - Chrisitian TV provides a platform for churches 

in the country 

 - Programs adressing social issues intertwined 

with the gospel are reaching a broader audience 

than traditional evangelistic programs

 - It takes 3 – 5 years to sensitise people to the 

Christian faith

HIV test

Decision to have an 

HIV test (3,671)

Change in behaviour 

Decision to change behaviour: 

fidelity and abstinence (1,788)

Conversion

Decision to accept Jesus or to rededicate their life to God (1,585)

Miscellaneous

Including requests for more follow-up in the area of faith,  

family problems, HIV/AIDS, and requests for literature (3,200)

100% = 10244

Viewer responses in Ivory Coast
Source: 3xM

36%

17% 
16%

31%
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N’TAKPA, IVORY COAST

“Watching the program, I recognized my 

own failures. I could see myself in the 

character of Samira because I too was 

hurt by someone and it’s hard.  Just like 

her I needed to forgive.”

”

“
ALAWI, TOGO

”I often wondered whether poverty was 

hereditary.  Through this program, I realize 

that it is possible to overcome poverty.  I will 

therefore work hard and fix my objectives to 
succeed in life .”

”

“
MENGUE, GABON

“After watching this program, I realized the importance of 

making wise decisions  and avoiding  bad company.  I am 

also reminded that I should respect and obey my parents.  

Thank you also for sharing Jesus with me.  I opened my heart 

to Him to forgive me of all my wrongs, save me and help me 

in my present decisions.”

”

“

YAYA, BURKINA FASO

“What struck me in this program  is 

the different languages practiced 

to express one’s love, like  through 

communication, physical touch, gifts, 

quality time together, gratifying words.  I 

will therefore make efforts to apply these 

various love languages in my home in 

order to prevent it from drifting away and 

make it better.”

”

“ ANONYMOUS, CONGO

“Your program helped free me  from the fear 

imprisioning  me for three years after I had risky sex 

with a girl who died of HIV/AIDS.  Because of this 

program, I got the courage to do my HIV test, and 

God gave me grace, I am in good health.  Since then, 

I have decided to accept and follow Jesus-Christ .”

”

“

ANONYMOUS, BENIN

“As a seropositive myself, I am grateful to be able to see 

your program on HIV,.  Your program gives  advice for  

living  better and gives me and others in my situation  

comfort.”

”

“
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5 | FINANCES

December December

31, 2015 31, 2014

Assets

Cash and banks  666,908  799,448 

Amounts receivable  127,270  144,363 

Tangible fixed assets  383,115  417,727 

Total  1,177,293 1,361,537

Liabilities

Short-term debts  400,351  517,175 

Long-term debts  -    2,714 

Reserves and funds  776,942  841.648 

Total  1,177,293  1,361,537 

The tangible fixed assets contain our own office building and renovation up 
to € 308,517

This amount is also included in our reserves and funds, as well as our continuity 
reserve of € 325,000. The other reserves and funds are allocated to projects.

2015 budget 2014

Income

Income the Netherlands  964,522 970,434 1,050,996

appr. 16,000 donors

Income 3xM-USA  462,853  500,000 450,429

Income Singapore  1,676  20,000 -

Income Canada/Norway -  40,000 -

Interest and investment income  5,445  3,700  6,826 

Total income  1,434,496  1,534,134  1,508,251 

Expenditures

Spend on objective  1,274,422  1,438,469  1,322,424 

Fundraising  123,506  112,285  97,663 

Administration and control  101,274  94,202  111,094 

Total expenditures  1,499,202  1,644,956  1,531,181

Result  -64,706  -110,822  -22,930 

5 5

n Income the Netherlands

n Income 3xM-USA

n Income other

n Spend on objective

n Fundraising

n Administration and control

85%

8%
7%INCOME 3XM 2015 EXPENDITURES 3XM 2015

3XM INCOME AND EXPENDITURE STATEMENT 2015
(IN EURO'S)

BALANCE SHEET ON DECEMBER 31, 2015
(IN EURO'S)

The result has been deducted from the reserves and funds, less than budgetted in 2015.

The income in The Netherlands was less due to less inheritances, actually a growth of 5% was realized from our donors. Sadly we have not been able 
to realize the income from other countries. Therefore we have had to economize on the expenditures on our goal in 2015: delayed training, expenditure 
on equipment and we could not start new projects as planned.

67%

32%

1%

accountants in 
non-profit

Correspondentie-adres
Postbus 2150  -  2400 CD  -  Alphen aan den RijnT 0172-750175  |  www.withaccountants.nl  |  info@withaccountants.nl  |  Twitter: @withaccountantsIBAN: NL71 INGB 0667 8301 62  |  KVK: 28112484

3xM 

Postbus 2510 
3800 GB  AMERSFOORT 

   INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT 

The accompanying summary financial statements, which comprise the summary statement of financial position as at 31 December 2015 and the summary statements of comprehensive income for the year then ended, and related notes, are derived from the audited financial statements of 3xM in Amersfoort, for the year ended 31 December 2015. We expressed an unqualified audit opinion on those financial statements in our report dated 2 March 2016. 

The summary financial statements do not contain all the disclosures required by the Guidelines for annual reporting of the Dutch Accounting Standards Board, especially Guideline 650 'Fundraising Institutions'. Reading the summary financial statements, therefore, is not a substitute for reading the audited financial statements of 3xM in Amersfoort. 

Board's responsibility 

The Board is responsible for the preparation of a summary of the audited financial statements in accordance with Guideline 650 'Fundraising Institutions'. 

Auditor's responsibility   

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the summary financial statements based on our procedures, which were conducted in accordance with Dutch Law, including the Dutch Standard on Auditing 810 'Engagements to report on summary financial statements’. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the summary financial statements derived from the audited financial statements of 3xM in Amersfoort for the year ended 31 December 2015 are consistent, in all material respects, with those financial statements, in accordance with Guideline 650 'Fundraising Institutions'. 

Was signed, 
Sliedrecht, 2 March 2016. 
WITh accountants B.V. 
P. Alblas RA 



Colophon
Address details 

3xM Headquaters  

P.O. Box 2510

3800 GB Amersfoort

The Netherlands

T: 0031-33-2864103

E: info@3xm.nl

3xM Canada 

WOCS in trust for 3xM Canada 

10702 Santa Monica Place 

N. Delta, BC V4C 1R2

Registered Charity  

BN# 131061889RR001

Follow 3xM 

L @3xm_usa

f www.facebook.com/3xmUSA

L @3xm_norge  

f www.facebook.com/3xmNorge

x youtube.com/stichting3xM

3xM- USA Office
4705 46 th ST.

Holland, MI 49423

T ( 001) 616 772 98 73

E: m.timmer@3xm-intl..org

3xM USA received its charitable 501(c)3 status in 2005

3xM Norway

Roseveien 10

2312 Ottestad

Email: post@3xm.no

Internet: www.3xm.no


